
Chapter 6 

 

Building Maps with Carto (formerly CartoDB) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Skills you will learn:  

1. Upload and create a simple map based on point features. 

2. Create a choropleth map using uploaded tabular data and polygon features. 

 

Summary: In this tutorial, we’ll learn how to construct two types of maps; one with 

points, the other with polygons. You’ll need a Carto account, which you can set up by 

going to Carto.com.  The free account should be more than sufficient. For our simple 

points map, we’ll be using a table containing the list of federal contaminated sites in 

Canada. For the choropleth map, we will use obesity prevalence data form the U.S. 

Centres for Disease Control and display the prevalence by county. 

 

Making a map from simple points 

You can find the contaminated sites data at this link: http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/fcsi-

rscf/classification-eng.aspx  A page like this will open. 

 

 

http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/fcsi-rscf/classification-eng.aspx
http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/fcsi-rscf/classification-eng.aspx


  

The file we’ll download “Active” sites in the first category, “High Priority for Action.” 

Click the number (733 in the illustration above, but subject to change). That will bring 

up this page. 

 

 

Select CSV. 



 

Select “Tombstone Data and save the file to the folder on your hard drive that you’ll 

be using for this tutorial. 

 

The file, as seen here in Microsoft Excel, contains 30 columns and 733 rows, with 

each one representing a site. 

 



Scroll to the far right, and you’ll see the longitude and latitude coordinates for the 

sites.  

 

Column AD indicates that the latitudes and longitudes are based on the NAD83 

datum. Latitude and longitude coordinates in NAD83 are slightly out of alignment 

with the same latitude and longitude points as positioned by the WGS84 datum used 

by Carto and other web mapping services. But for the purposes of this exercise, the 

offset of up to a metre or so is not meaningful, so we’ll go ahead and upload the data. 

You’ll find a discussion of datums and reference systems in Chapter 7 of The Data 

Journalist. 

Carto makes it extremely easy to upload data that contains geographic coordinates 

such as latitudes and longitudes or UTM coordinates. 

To begin, log into your Carto account, then click on New Map. 



 

Now, click Connect Dataset and browse to the location of the file on your computer. 

In this case, we are uploading the CSV file of contaminated sites, but you can also 

upload KML files, zipped shapefiles, and a number of other formats, as well as 

connect to files contained in your DropBox or Google Drive. Carto is more flexible 

in this regard than other cloud mapping services such as Google Fusion Tables and 

ArcGIS Online. 

 

In our case, we will browse for the contaminated sites data that we downloaded from 

the Treasury Board site. Once the file is selected, it will appear in the centre of the 

dialogue window. Click Connect Dataset to complete the process. You will see a 

progress meter. 

 



 

When the upload is completed, and if the latitude and longitude columns contained 

properly formatted coordinates, a new map will automatically be populated with the 

points. 

 

You now have a number of options for customizing your map before you publish it. 

The first step is to click on Visualize.  This will create a map. 

 

 

 

 



At first, the map will be in what Carto calls “simple” mode, with one dot for each of 

the points in the uploaded data. To the right of the screen, you will see a sidebar with 

various icons. These open different tools that you can use to manipulate the look of 

the map. If you hover over any of the icons, a tooltip appears with a label for that 

tool. We’ll click on the wizards icon. 

 

This will open a new dialogue that offers a number of quick ways to style your map. 

 



As you can see, even with the simple dot option, you can alter the styles on the map. 

Here, we have increased the stroke on the dots, which is an outline around the centre 

dot. You can set the colour of both the fill for the central dot, and for the stroke, 

allowing you to create effects such as an outline effect, as seen below. 

 

There are a number of other choices available among the wizards. Cluster will merge 

points close together into clusters numbered by the number of points contained. The 

closer you zoom in, the more the points will disaggregate. Choropleth allows you to 

colour the points based on values in a numeric field, while heat map creates a heat 

map that displays the intensity of number of points. The category option allows you 

to colour the points based on a categorical field, preferably one with a limited array of 

values. In the next image, you can see a map with points coloured by the type of land. 



 

You’ll notice that Carto automatically created a legend for us. Again, you can set the 

stroke for each point, as well as the fill colour. 

Along with changing the display of features on the map, you can also change the 

styling of the info window that pops up when you click on a feature. To start, click on 

the infowindow icon. 

 

In the infowindow wizard dialogue you can set the behaviour for when the user clicks 

on a feature, or hovers over the feature. Each must be set separately. 



 

In the above image, a selection of fields has been set to appear in the info window. 

Clicking the small title? checkbox causes a title to appear with the field’s value.  

The dropdown list at the top of the dialogue permits you to change the overall style of 

the info window. The selected choice, header blue, creates the style seen in the image 

above. You can also adjust the width of the info window, in pixels. 

 



 

It is also possible to include an image in the header. 

Clicking on DATA VIEW will display the data behind the map. Along with the name 

of each field, you will also see its data type. 

 

 

 

Clicking the small dropdown arrow at the top of a field allows you to sort a field in 

ascending and descending order, and perform other actions such as renaming the 

column and filtering so only some of the values are visible (similar to the Excel filter). 



 

When you are ready to publish your map, click on PUBLISH. 

 
You’ll most likely be interested in the middle option, Embed it, which will provide 



you with an embed code that will allow you to embed you map in a story, such as in a 

WordPress or other CMS post. Here is a typical Carto embed code: 

 

<iframe width="100%" height="520" frameborder="0" 

src="https://fvjones.carto.com/viz/0e45bb5a-d8d5-11e6-ad5b-

0e233c30368f/embed_map" allowfullscreen webkitallowfullscreen 

mozallowfullscreen oallowfullscreen msallowfullscreen></iframe> 

You can manually change the parameters of the iframe here, such a its width and 

height. 

If you have difficulty embedding the iframe in WordPress, you can use the iframe 

plugin. 

Creating a choropleth map by joining two datasets 

Making a choropleth map using two datasets is also easy with Carto. You’ll need a 

polygon layer and an associated dataset containing values you wish to display within 

the polygon boundaries. For our example, we will build a map that shows the age-

adjusted percentage prevalence of obesity by U.S. county, as measured by the U.S. 

Centers for Disease control. 

To begin we will need to upload our two datasets. You will use two files. A csv file of 

obesity numbers and percentages for each U.S. county in 2013, and a map layer of 

U.S. counties from the U.S. Census Bureau. The two files are available for download 

from the companion website to The Data Journalist.  

If you wish to work with the original data, you can download it from the CDC 

and Census websites, though we have modified each of the files slightly to 

make the process smoother. 

The obesity numbers come from the U.S. Centres for Disease control and the 

original data can be downloaded from 

https://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/data/countydata/countydataindicators.html 

Download the AllStates.XLSX file under the Obesity Prevalence tab. Our file 

has been modified to include only 2013 numbers, and to eliminate spaces in 

field names. We also converted the data to CSV format. 

The counties file is available from https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-

data/data/cbf/cbf_counties.html 

https://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/data/countydata/countydataindicators.html
https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/cbf/cbf_counties.html
https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/cbf/cbf_counties.html


Download the 1:500k scale file. The file available for download from the 

companion website has been modified to combine the state and county unique 

identifiers into one field, so as to be able to join easily with the obesity data.  

 

To begin, we will upload our CSV file of obesity prevalence. Click on the New 

Dataset icon, then the Browse icon. Browse to the file, select it, and choose Open.  

 

You can often let Carto guess the field data types, but in this case we will uncheck the 

Let CARTO automatically guess data types and content on import checkbox because the 

unique identifiers for states/counties have leading 0s. By unchecking the checkbox, 

the fields will all be imported as text. This will preserve the leading 0s in the county id. 

We can modify the data types later so numeric columns have the number data type.  

Click Connect Dataset. The data will be uploaded. 



 

From here, we can modify the columns that are meant to be numbers, such as the 

number and percentage columns. To do this, click on the small downward pointing 

arrow at the top of the field you wish to modify, chose Change Data Type from the 

menu, then Number. When asked to confirm the change, do so. You can make the 

same change to other fields that need to be numeric. 

When you are done, click on the small arrow at the top left of the dataset, to go back 

to the list of datasets. 

Now, upload the KML file of U.S. counties, or the zipped shapefile. Either will do. 

Once you have both datasets uploaded, go to one of the datasets, in Data View, and 

click on the Merge Datasets icon to the right of the screen. 

 



On the screen that opens, click on Column Join. 

 

 

This will open a page on which you can choose the second dataset you will join to, 

and the columns on which the join will be based in the two datasets. 

 



The chosen join will appear in the lower left. When you are satisfied that you have the 

appropriate fields, that is fields that contain the identical fields in the two datasets on 

which the join will be based, choose Next Step. 

The next page allows you to choose which fields you would like to have in the merged 

datasets. Select some or all of the fields, though in most cases there is no reason not 

to select them all. 

When you are satisfied, choose Merge Datasets. A new dataset, containing the joined 

attributes from the two predecessor datasets will be created. 

You can now switch to Map View. 

 

On the right hand side of the page, choose the Wizards icon, and choropleth. 



 

From here, you can choose the options for your map. 



 

In the above image, we have selected the age adjusted obesity prevalence field as the 

value column. We are choosing this field for two reasons. First, it is not a raw 

number. As we discussed in Chapter 6, you should never create a choropleth map 

with raw numbers because different geographies will not be able to be compared on 

an apples-to-apples basis. The number of obese people will be affected most 

dramatically by the size of the population itself. For example New York County 

(Manhattan) will have a great many obese individuals, but the percentage of obese 

people may be lower than in a county with a small population in a southern, rural 

area. The other reason we chose this field is that the age-adjusted percentage takes 

into account differing age profiles in different counties. Many people weigh more as 

they get older. 

We have set the number of buckets (numeric ranges) to five, quantile as the 

classification method, a light amber to dark red colour ramp, and a white stroke 

between polygons of .5 pixels in width.  

If you want even more fine grained control of the colour and stroke, you can click on 

the CSS icon and enter values directly.  



 

Chapter 6 of The Data Journalist has a discussion on how to choose appropriate 

colours on choropleth maps. You can also use the colorbrewer tool discussed in 

Chapter 6 to make more sophisticated colour choices, changing the Hexadecimal 

colour values in the CSS. 

The quantile classification is valid in this case because it neatly divides up the counties 

into one fifth of the values each. For a longer discussion of classification schemes and 

colour choices, see Chapter 6 of The Data Journalist. 

Our finished map shows graphically how obesity varies across the U.S. 

 

When you are done, you can publish your map as discussed earlier in this tutorial. 



Going beyond 

This tutorial has been a basic introduction to Carto. It can do much more, however, 

including building JavaScript based interactive applications. We would encourage you 

to explore the online documentation to learn more about this versatile mapping 

solution. 


